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Swedish circular technology for oil use 
Recondoil AB is a Swedish environmental technology com-
pany that has developed a technology for the sustainable 
use of oil. Our unique circular technology for recycling and 
reusing dirty lubricating oil will change the way we use oils. 

Use the same oil over and over again! 
RecondOil’s patent pending DSTTM (Double Separation 
Technology) makes it possible to reuse an oil in the same 
application over and over again while retaining the original 
characteristics. 

Climate-smart solution 
The revolutionary technology can be applied to practically all 
oils used, and a large number of industries. Our complete 
ROCCOTM processing plants can be adapted to a large 
number of applications and used both directly, in a variety 
of processes in industry, or as freestanding units for oil 
recycling. 

Please contact us with your specifications! 

Using our unique technology (DSTTM, Double Separation Technology), in principle all types of oils can be reused. The technology can be app-
lied to a number of applications and within a wide range of different business areas. Our technology saves both money and the environment. 

Example of oil before and after cleaning with DSTTM

DSTTM is suitable for many different applications 
and industries. 

COMPANY PRESENTATION

Technology for sustainable use of oil! 
Around 16 million tonnes of industrial oils are used globally every year, amounting to a value of more than 50 billion 
USD. Oil is used in practically every machine in the world; in everything from ocean-going ships to small machines, 
power stations and hydraulic systems. Even wind turbines would stop without lubricating oil. The majority of this 
oil is used only once in its application, which is an ineffective and environmentally wasteful way of using a valuable 
resource. 
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DSTTM

Double Separation Technology
DSTTM is a patent pending technology that combines advanced fluid separation with mechanical separation  
techniques and automation to provide complete process solutions. 

Cleaning down to nanomolecular level 
Removing particles that are smaller than 1 my, or which have 
the same density as the oil, is to all intents impossible with 
current conventional methods. Dirt and metal ions that pass 
through filters accumulate and the oil oxidises and turns 
black. This is where the DSTTM technology comes in and  
makes a major difference. With the help of our separation 
boosters, particles – both organic and inorganic (such as 
soot) – are captured and then separated via our ROCCOTM 
modules. 

Our own laboratory for continuous development 
In RecondOil’s laboratory, we constantly develop methods 
for cleaning and regenerating all types of oils. We carry out 
investigations for our customers which normally result in a 
process solution for that customer’s specific needs. 

Collaboration with leading oil companies 
We collaborate with a number of leading European oil com-
panies to further develop this technology, and we have a 
number of joint development projects all aimed at achieving 
sustainable oil use.

Cleaning result achieved by DSTTM in comparison with tradi-
tional techniques. 

Honing oil from a global truck manufacturer with exceptional  
demands for cleanliness. The treated oil is cleaned with DSTTM 
technology and is cleaner than any previous method used. 

OUR TECHNOLOGY

In our pilot plant we can both test oils and simulate different ROCCOTM processing plants. This means that as a customer you get a verified 
result before delivery.
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PRODUCTS

Oil change intervals with and without ROCCOTM Online. 

ROCCOTM is the name of our flexible machine modu-
les that can be combined to suit the customer’s speci-
fic needs. The modules can easily be integrated into the 
customer’s existing process. 

On the right you can see our most powerful and versatile 
model, ROCCOTM Multi. 

Separation 
booster

SIEMENS 
control system

ALFA LAVAL
separators

Oil reactor
system

Constantly clean oil

Online remanufacturingYour installation

ROCCOTM Industry
 
ROCCOTM is a series of flexible, automated modules which can be configured to a number of different applica-
tions and areas of use. 

Turnkey solutions 
The modules are delivered as complete turnkey solutions for 
immediate production start. All components are from leading 
north European suppliers and are of top quality. Module- 
based units mean that the production volume can be varied 
from 200 litres an hour and upwards depending on the app-
lication. 

Flexible solutions
The flexible ROCCOTM modules cope with cleaning practically 
all types of oils and can be configured for many different app-
lications and areas of use – online or offline. 

Online-installation

The online-installation is easy to integrate into your existing process.

  Offline-installation

 
Offline-installation for circular use of oil. 
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ROCCOTM Slop
Patented turnkey process for recycling waste oil and processing 
industrial emulsions. 
Slop oil is an environmental problem all over the world in terms of everything from storage, handling and the risk 
of emissions to pollution of both soil and air. At the same time the oil in the often heavily contaminated mixture 
constitutes a raw material which, if correctly processed, can be recycled. This leads to a better environment and 
a reduced need for new oil. With Rocco Slop, we have taken a major step towards being able to recycle many 
varying waste oils in a cost-effective manner. 

Modular design 
Our plants can be constructed with a 
processed volume capacity from 10,000 
tonnes per year and upwards. It is also 
possible to add on new modules if 
needs increase.

Automation
The entire factory is controlled and 
monitored from the control panel, 
which makes it possible to run several 
processes in parallel – something that 
contributes to the high efficiency levels 
of the plant. 

Increased environmental conscio-
usness and increased oil prices 
Increased environmental consciousness 
and increased long-term oil prices mean 
that recycled oil is not merely environ-
mentally valuable but also constitutes 
long-term, sustainable business with 
good profitability levels. 

PRODUCTS

Our turnkey processes for recycling waste oil and industrial emulsions are adapted to the customer’s needs and can easily be 
expanded for increased volumes

 

 

Oil

Water

Dry sludge

Separation in three phases.Combining thermochemical and mechanical separa-
tion technologies (DSTTM) in a continuous operation.

Emulsion containing oil, 
water and sludge.

Slop oil ROCCOTM Slop Products

From waste to profitable recycling:
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Climate-smart business solutions! 
 
Environment
With a constantly increasing population, higher living 
standards across the world and a limited supply of raw 
materials, it is obvious that all industrial activities must be 
sustainable and economical in terms of resources in order to 
continue in the long term. 
 
New technology leads the way 
RecondOil’s DSTTM technology represents such a technolo-
gy breakthrough. We have already been able to demonstrate 
up to 90% savings in oil consumption over time, while also 
reducing wear and maintenance costs which in themselves 
also become more efficient and more economical in terms of 
resources. 

WWF’s calculation of emissions reduction 
The World Wildlife Foundation has calculated the long-term 
consequences of reuse of industrial lubricants/oil. If oil could 
be reused 30 times (which RecondOil has succeeded in 
achieving with its technology in industrial applications), it 
would mean a reduction in emissions of  4 million tonnes of 
CO2 per year, if it was applied globally!

Source: The calculation of the emissions reduction has been 
carried out using WWF’s ”Climate Solver Tool”. 

ENVIRONMENT

According to WWF’s calculations, reuse of lubricating oil using RecondOil’s technology would mean a reduction in  
emissions of a total of 4 million tonnes of CO2 per year. 

   More information! 
  
●  Website:  www.recondoil.com
  Official company website.

●  Broschyr:  ROCCOTM Slop  
  Slop Brief presentation of ROCCOTM Slop  
  (December 2016)

●  Broschyr:  Sustainable use of oil 
  Brief company presentation (January 2016) 

●  Video:  ROCCOTM Slop 
  Presentationsvideo ROCCOTM Slop 
  (December 2016)

●  Video:  Oil Recovery Center, Högbytorp
  Oil Recovery Centre, Högbytorp Plant for  
  Ragn-Sells ready for production. 
  (March 2016) 

●  Video:   Reuse of clorinated oil  
  Cleaning of chlorinated oil  (May 2016)
  
●  Video:   Oil Recovery Center, Högbytorp  
  Construction of Oil Recovery Centre for  
  Ragn-Sells (October 2015) 

●  Video:   RecondOil presentation 
  RecondOil company presentation 
  (January 2014) 

www.recondoil.com
http://np.netpublicator.com/netpublication/n26451704
http://np.netpublicator.com/netpublication/n38213408
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BgufYZMA29o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XtoWcyEYhZ4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dxVy_R4ACto
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FortIqPNZvg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qMRsJylRN9I

